1.1. Introduction. Assume that we are given an entire function f with a gap power series expansion, i.e., (1.1) f (z) anz with an 0 for n kk, /c 1, 2, ..-, n--0 where {),k} is a certain sequence of natural numbers, 0 < kl < k2 < "". It is well-known that under suitable conditions on {,k} the function f has, roughly speaking, about the same rate of growth as z --in different directions. For example [11, p. 622], if {kk} has density D -> 0, then in every angle <-arg z __</3 with/3 a > 2rD, f will be of the same order and type as in the full plane. In particular, if the power series has Fabry gaps" D 0, or equivalently k we can conclude from order and type in every angle =< arg z =< /3,/3 > a, to the order and type of f in the full plane.
In this paper we are interested in the limiting case, in which not the behavior of f in an angle, but only on a radius, for example for z x > 0, is known. Fabry gaps no longer suffice to get information about the growth of re(r) maXlzl= If(z)I, since already PSlya pointed out [11, p. 636] that there exist entire functions with Fabry gaps (even k/k ->_ log log k), which are bounded for x > 0.
Instead, it will be seen that the slightly stronger gap condition (1.2) a =0 for n# k, k 1,2, ..., with 1 will be the proper one to conclude from the growth of f on z x > 0 to a similar growth of re(r). One particular ease is known" TI-IOtE [9, p. One of our results will be: THEOREM 6 . If the entire function (1.1) satisfies the gap condition (1.2) and if f(x) O(e"), x --, a > O, then f is at most of order a and type 1. A theorem of this type was recently proved by the author [5] . There we have put p -1 and observed that n 0(log ).
In the case that f(t) remains bounded as 0+, our method gives a O(n) compared to the main step a 0(1) in Ingham's proof of the high indices theorem (see [6, p. 173]). If, however, we assume slightly more, our method yields :=1 a < . Then an O(q') for some q K 1; in particular, := a, K for every >0.
Again, our meghod does hOg give Zygmund's resulg" =x a < if f' L(0, 1) (see [13, p. 197] ).
Proof. We may gake a in 0 < a 1, and ghen may assume s 0 in (.10) ogherwise consider f*(z) f(z) sz-x. Apply (.S)" 
